The System Map provides a visual representation of the international public good resources for investors and financial institutions to manage their sustainability impacts.

- While resources in the System Map for Enterprises are relevant to all enterprises (including Investors and Financial Institutions), resources in the Investors and Financial Institutions map are exclusively or specifically designed for that audience.
- The resource-broadly categorized as “principles and standards”, “guidance and tools”, and “indicators and metrics”–are mapped according to the Actions of Impact Management (see diagram below).
- The resources have been mapped according to their general areas of focus (that is, the Actions of Impact Management that they were designed to support).
- Impact management resources can be mandated by regulation, embedded in recommendations by policymakers, or voluntary in nature. The majority of resources currently represented are voluntary. Those with a policy link are signalled with an asterisk.
- The System Map is a live product. Whilst it primarily encompasses the resources of the Platform Partners, the map may extend to a broader set of resources over time.

For Additionality In Private Sector Operations

Platform Partners

The Partners welcome feedback on the current iteration of the map and the system in general. Click here to share your views.